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At this time, Hong Sanqi finished saying these things, took a deep breath, and said 
fiercely: “Ma De, if it weren’t for the fact that my family was in the Imperial City, how 
could General Ben be inferior to this hypocrite?” When 

the words fell, Hong Sanqi took a big gulp of wine. 

I see! 

Knowing the situation, Tian Buyou nodded secretly, and then said with a smile: “This 
time Li Xian summoned, does the general know why?” 
When 
asking, Tian Buyou was indifferent on the surface, but he couldn’t help but ponder in his 
heart. 

It turned out that the situation in the Xicang Continent at this time was a scattered sand, 
if he could take this opportunity to help this Hong Sanqi become the emperor of the 
Western Cang, his status would also rise with the tide. 

Once you have a status above ten thousand people under one person, why fear those 
jianghu sects? 

Such a great opportunity, but you must seize it. 

“Do you still need to guess?” 

Hong Sanqi took a deep breath and couldn’t hide his anger: “This Li Xian is ambitious, 
he wants to be the emperor, everyone knows, and he will definitely want us to support 
him as the emperor.” 

“There is an allusion to the Hongmen banquet in the history of the Earth Circle 
Continent, and this time, I see Li Xian’s intentions, which are similar.” 

Well! 

Tian Buyou nodded and continued to ask, “Then General Wang Jian, what do you think 
about this time?” 

Hong Sanqi smiled bitterly: “Wang Jian is like a blazing fire, naturally he will not 
compromise.” 



“I know what Mr. means, he wants me to join forces with Wang Jian and fight against Li 
Xian together, but I have some old feuds with Wang Jian, and I want to reconcile, and it 
is not a matter of a day and a half.” 

Saying that, Hong Sanqi smiled apologetically at Tian Buyou: “Sorry sir, I wanted to get 
drunk with my husband today, but the sky did not go as expected, then Li Xian is the 
commander of the imperial city, and General Ben has to go.” When 

the words fell, he was ready to get up and change his clothes. 

Tian Buyou’s eyes flickered, and he quickly stood up and said, “If the general doesn’t 
dislike it, I’ll accompany the general.” “At this time, Tian Buyou is good first, since he 
chooses to climb this big tree, he must fully support it. 

This… 

Hearing this, Hong Sanqi was stunned, and then said with a smile: “Okay, Sir is willing 
to accompany, that’s the best.” 

At this time, Hong Sanqi praised Tian Buyou even more. 

After that, Hong Sanqi changed into armor, and then took Tian Buyou to the palace. 

…… 

On the other side, the Xicang Imperial Palace. 

On the Taiqing Hall, hundreds of civil and military officials gathered. 

On the throne, Li Xian, the commander of the imperial city, sat there with a smile on his 
face and an indescribable spirit. 

The throne of the Western Cang Emperor has been idle for many years and has been 
leaderless, and now Li Xian has finally obtained the secret support of hundreds of 
officials after relying on his extraordinary skills and various points. 

However, there were also Zhennan general Hong Sanqi and Zhenbei general Wang 
Jian, who never expressed their position. Li Xian held a banquet in the Taiqing Hall, 
trying to block the faces of all the officials and force Hong Sanqi and Wang Jian to 
submit. 

At this moment, Hong Sanqi and Tian Buyou appeared in everyone’s field of vision and 
slowly approached the hall. 

Swish! 



The civil and military officials present stood up one after another to greet them. 

“General Hong is here.” 

“The general is polite…..” 

“General, it’s been a few days, haha.” 

Hong Sanqi, as a general of Zhennan, has hundreds of thousands of male soldiers 
under his command, strong strength, and the hundred officials present dare not snub. 

Li Xian, on the other hand, was sitting on the main seat, motionless, and although he 
had a smile on his face, his eyes were a little cold. 

At this moment, Hong Sanqi smiled and exchanged pleasantries with the surrounding 
officials. When he saw Li Xian, his heart suddenly rose with anger, Ma De, this Li Xian 
is too arrogant, but he is the commander of the imperial city, but he treats the palace as 
his own home. 

Although he was dissatisfied in his heart, Hong Sanqi did not have a seizure, but walked 
to his place and sat down. 

As Hong Sanqi’s doorman, Tian Buyou was not qualified to sit in the palace, and could 
only stand behind Hong Sanqi at this time. 

“Huh!” 

As soon as he took his seat, Li Xian’s laughter came, and he said to Hong Sanqi: 
“General Hong is really majestic, he came to the banquet, and he is still wearing armor.” 
The 

tone is yin and yang strange, which makes people very uncomfortable to listen to. 

Hong Sanqi chuckled: “I am a martial general, of course, I must always think about 
defending my homeland and my own safety.” How? I am in armor, do you have an 
objection? “ 

Yikes! 

Hearing the rebuttal, Li Xian’s face suddenly looked difficult. 
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present, this Hong Sanqi did not give face at all, it was really abominable. 

Under the anger, Li Xian wanted to sneer at each other. 

However, at this moment, a burly martial general, with several guards, strode in. 

It was the general of Zhenbei, Wang Jian. 

“General Wang!” 

“General Wang, don’t come unharmed ..” 

Seeing Wang Jian appear, all the officials present stood up to greet each other. 

Wang Jian snorted coldly, looked around and said, “Don’t be pretentious, you have all 
been bought by Li Xian, and you want to support him as the emperor, right?” “ 

Uh…. 

In the face of questioning, all the officials present were embarrassed, and they were 
speechless. 

Seeing this scene, Tian Buyou couldn’t help but laugh secretly, this Wang Nuan has a 
violent personality, this civil and military officials, he doesn’t give face at all, haha, 
interesting. 

At this moment, Hong Sanqi said in a low voice: “Look at this, Wang Jian also came 
prepared, I already knew this, I also brought some more guards.” 

“General, don’t panic.” 

Tian Buyou smiled slightly, and while looking at the scene in front of him, he said safely: 
“In the current situation, the two sides may fight, and we just sit on the profit of the 
fisherman.” Phew 

! 

Hearing this, Hong Sanqi secretly exhaled and frowned, “Sir, what do you mean to be 
sure?” 

Tian Buyou smiled mysteriously: “I have my own way, the general is waiting to clean up 
the situation.” When the words fell, Tian Buyou took out a pill and handed it to Hong 
Sanqi. 

“General, take this pill first.” 



At this time, Hong Sanqi trusted Tian Buyou very much, did not ask more, and as a 
result, the pill was taken. 

Seeing that Hong Sanqi took the pill, Tian Buyou took out a packet of butterfly powder, 
mixed it into the wine, and then urged the internal force to promote the wine to volatilize 
and disperse into the air of the entire hall. 

That packet of butterfly powder was specially collected by Tian Buyou when he fled 
before, which can make people lose their minds and fall into madness. 

Tian Buyou’s plan is very simple, using butterfly powder to make Wang Jian and Li Xian 
completely lose their minds, let them kill each other, and have achieved the goal of 
reaping the benefits of the fisherman. 

When Tian Buyou did this, he was very careful, and the civil and military officials 
present, as well as Wang Jian and Li Xian, did not notice. 

“Wang Jian!” 

At this moment, Li Xian slapped the table and shouted, “What do you mean?” Just 

now in front of Hong Sanqi touched a soft nail, he was already holding a fire in his heart, 
and at this time, seeing Wang Jian provoking trouble as soon as he came, he was even 
more angry. 

Wang Jian snorted coldly: “What do I mean, you know best, Li Xian, what you think in 
your heart, the entire imperial city knows, but I tell you, if you want to be the emperor, 
you must pass my pass first.” The 

tone was resolute and unquestionable. 

Seeing him so arrogant, Li Xian couldn’t bear it anymore, and immediately said angrily: 
“Wang Jian, I’ve put up with you for a long time, this entire Xicang Continent, besides 
me, who else is qualified?” You? You’re just a wufu. “ 

Huh! 

Wang Jian smiled coldly: “I didn’t say that I was qualified, I just need to tell you that it is 
okay to be an emperor, but you Li Xian cannot.” 

“You look for death!” Li Xian said angrily. 

The moment the words fell, Li Xian stood up abruptly, waved his hand, and in an 
instant, dozens of forbidden troops guarding outside the hall quickly rushed in and 
surrounded Wang Jian and the others. 



At this time, Li Xian’s eyes were blood-red and full of killing intent. 

Speaking of which, he set up a wine banquet today, and he didn’t plan to do it, but he 
didn’t know what was going on, and he was angry in his heart at this time, and he 
couldn’t suppress it. 

Wang Jian was not vain at all: “Do you want to do it, who lives and who dies is not 
certain.” 

Like Li Xian, Wang Jian was also full of anger at this time. 

This… 

Seeing this situation, the civil and military officials present all panicked and hurriedly 
dissuaded them. 

“General Wang, Commander Li, everyone does things in the same dynasty, just give in 
one step each.” 

“yes, there’s no need to be so stiff…” 

The people’s dissuasion kept coming, but Li Xian and Wang Jian couldn’t listen to it at 
all. 

“Lee Hyun!” 

At this moment, Wang Jian’s face turned hideous: “Laozi will leave now, I don’t believe 
it, you dare to move me.” When the words fell, he led the soldiers with him and strode 
towards the outside of the hall. 
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Seeing this, Li Xian was too lazy to talk nonsense, and shouted: “Take it down for me, 
take it down.” “ 

Boom! 

Hearing the order, the dozens of forbidden soldiers surrounding them all pulled out their 
long knives and looked towards Wang Jian and the others. 

“Good, good!” 



Looking at the forbidden army rushing in, Wang Jian smiled angrily, and did not panic at 
all at that time: “Li Xian, you really have a kind, I have been waiting for a long time.” 

“The soldiers obeyed the order and killed the rebel thief.” 

With a roar, Wang Jian pulled out his long sword, repelled the two forbidden troops in 
front of him, and rushed straight to Li Xian. 

Yikes. 

At the same time, several soldiers also drew their swords and fought fiercely with those 
forbidden troops, not only that, but they saw many soldiers rushing from outside the hall. 

It turned out that Wang Jian had already made preparations, and this time he came to 
the banquet and brought a lot of elites. 

“Ugh!” 

In the blink of an eye, the two sides fought fiercely together, shouts of killing, weapons 
colliding, and screams continued to sound in the hall, which was originally a lively 
banquet, which directly became a battlefield. 

Crash! 

Seeing this, the surrounding officials were terrified, and took advantage of the chaos to 
flee outside the main hall, for fear of being harmed by the fish pond. 

Hong Sanqi sat there quietly, watching the fierce battle between the two sides very 
calmly. 

At this time, Hong Sanqi, on the surface, was indifferent, but his heart was full of huge 
waves, and he also admired Tian Buyou in his heart, Mr. is really powerful, these two 
sides really fought. 

Bang! 

Just thinking about it, I saw Wang Jian and Li Xian also fighting fiercely together, the 
two sides exchanged swords, and every move came out with all their strength, vowing 
to put the other party to death. 

“Wang Jian, those who follow me will prosper and those who disobey me will die, I 
originally wanted to save your life, but you are so ignorant, you can’t blame me.” During 
the fierce battle, Li Xian’s eyes were full of cruelty, and he shouted. 

Wang Jian was not vain in the slightest: “Come, I am afraid that you will not succeed, 
and today I will get rid of you as an ambitious thief.” The 



words fell, and the two sides fought fiercely again. 

Tian Buyou watched all this quietly, and a smug smile appeared at the corner of his 
mouth. 

When Wang Jian and Li Xian’s strength was almost consumed, Tian Buyou slowly 
spoke: “General, the time is almost up, it’s time for you to come out and preside over 
the overall situation.” Hmm 

! 

Hong Sanqi answered, stood up, and shouted: “You two bastard, unauthorized 
mobilization of troops in the palace hall, what is your intention?” When the words fell, 
the strength of the surrounding body exploded, and he rushed directly in. 

When he arrived, Hong Sanqi came out with both palms and slapped Wang Jian and Li 
Xian fiercely. 

At this time, the two of them were fighting fiercely, and they didn’t notice behind them at 
all, and they couldn’t avoid it at all. 

Bang bang… 

In the next second, two dull sounds were heard, Wang Jian and Li Xian were both 
brains split, and they didn’t have time to make a scream, and they fell in a pool of blood. 

Ha ha…. 

Killing the two big enemies at once, Hong Sanqi was indescribably happy in his heart, 
and immediately looked around and shouted: “Stop it all.” The majestic voice spread 
throughout the hall, and both sides of the fierce battle were shocked in their hearts and 
looked over one after another. 

“General Wang is dead…” 

“The commander is also dead….” 

In the next second, seeing the bodies of Wang Jian and Li Xian, the soldiers on both 
sides were stunned, their brains were buzzing, and they were blank. 

The hundred officials standing outside were also dumbfounded, and they didn’t seem to 
expect that the situation would develop like this. 

“Everyone!” 



At this time, Hong Sanqi looked around the audience and said word by word: “Wang 
Jian is arrogant by nature, no one in sight, Li Xian is ambitious, vainly trying to usurp the 
throne, these two people are not sorry to die.” 

“Do you want to end up the same as these two?” 

Crash! 

Hearing this last sentence, all the soldiers on both sides trembled in their hearts, and 
then knelt down one after another and responded in unison. 

“The last will not dare.” 

“Subordinates don’t dare.” 

Wang Jian and Li Xian are dead, and now only Hong Sanqi is left, who dares to be 
presumptuous in front of him? 

When the words fell, the soldiers of both sides quickly withdrew from the hall. 

Seeing this scene, Hong Sanqi nodded with satisfaction. 

At this moment, Tian Buyou took the opportunity to take a step forward, knelt down in 
front of Hong Sanqi, and said loudly: “Now that the two usurper thieves are dead, only 
the great general is qualified to be the emperor, and I implore the great general to 
ascend the throne and become emperor, consolidate the situation, and return the peace 
of the world to the Western Cang.” “ 

This…. 

Seeing this scene, all the officials looked at each other, and then knelt down one after 
another. 
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